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‘Zero infrastructure –
anything-as-a-service’:
How CSPs can harness the
full power of the cloud

As cloud computing moves into the business mainstream and sees rising adoption
across all industries, leading global communication service providers (CSPs)—
including wireline, wireless, cable, and other/integrated communications carriers—
are increasingly seeking to harness the power of the cloud in their operating models.
Cloud’s combination of cost benefits, scalability, manageability and agility can create
an advantage for CSPs who are facing the challenges of an increasingly competitive
communications ecosystem. As a result, cloud is rapidly becoming the new core
delivery model for provisioning business technology across a CSP’s operations, with
the aspiration to achieve an IT footprint based on ‘zero infrastructure – anything-asa-service’. To help CSPs turn this aspiration into reality, we’ve developed a framework
for a cloud-centric operating model that fulfills their industry-specific IT and business
imperatives. In this article we examine the key components of the framework, and
describe how to make it a reality in a CSP.
www.pwc.com/communicationsreview

The cloud is becoming the core delivery model for provisioning business
technology, with an aspiration to achieve an IT footprint based on ‘zero
infrastructure – anything-as-a-service.

As cloud enters the mainstream…
After years of hype, the long-awaited promise of cloud
computing—especially public cloud services—has now
moved into mainstream business reality. As Figure 1
shows, annual growth in spending on public cloud
services—at 22%—is dramatically outpacing general
IT spending growth, at 4%. And the rising spend on
public cloud is gradually expanding beyond the relatively
mature software-as-a-service (SaaS) space, into the
faster-growing infrastructure-as-a-service (IaaS) and
platform-as-a-service (PaaS) segments.

…its hard business benefits come
to the forefront
As the momentum behind—and confidence in—public
cloud services continues to grow, C-level executives

are increasingly using the cloud to solve the most
important business and technology challenges across
all functions of the business. The accompanying
information panel shows the range of benefits, from
more variable costs to enhanced speed, agility and
innovation, that cloud provides.
In light of these advantages, and the ongoing investment
and innovation by public cloud providers, companies’
initial reservations about cloud solutions—focused
primarily around issues such as security, the complexity
of IT management in a cloud environment, and risks
of vendor lock-in—have begun to dissipate. As a result,
the cloud is becoming the core delivery model for
provisioning business technology, with an aspiration
to achieve an IT footprint based on ‘zero infrastructure –
anything-as-a-service.’

Figure 1: Corporate IT spend on public cloud services and the rest of IT, 2013-2017
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Source: IDC, Forrester, Gartner, Oracle with PwC’s Strategy& analysis.
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As telecoms markets become saturated and price competition heats
up, they need to drive costs—including technology costs—out of the
business much more aggressively than before.

Some benefits of cloud computing
•
•
•
•
•

Costs: An ability to move from fixed to variable costs, and create a more
competitive IT environment based on pay-per-use provisioning  

Scalability/elasticity of supply: Resources can be scaled based on user
demand, and resource utilisation becomes more transparent  
Manageability: Greater self-service and automation, with SaaS/PaaS
replacing complex legacy solutions

Agility: Faster time-to-market for new offerings, and an enhanced ability
to pilot solutions and ‘fail fast’

Mobility: Greater alignment with new customer behaviour, and enhanced
ability to support mobile workforces

For CSPs, today’s business imperatives…

…are raising significant IT challenges

As CSPs plan out their strategies for this new world,
they’re focusing on fulfilling several business imperatives.
Amongst these, one of the highest-priority items on their
agenda is re-imagining customer experience to be much
more digital-centred. This includes advances such as
enhanced mobile self-service apps and improved digital
commerce capabilities. Further imperatives include
reshaping the retail experience to meet the distinct
expectations of millennial customers, and showcasing
the product portfolio in a way where digital assists
and enriches the end-to-end shopping and purchasing
experience.

As they strive to achieve all these goals, CSPs are coming
up against several IT challenges. One of the biggest is
talent: they need to supplement traditional business
support systems/operation support systems-type (BSS/
OSS) IT engineering skills with new talent that can
deliver against the digital agenda, and is well-versed
in front-end user experience/user interface design,
modular service integration, and content management
and delivery.

At the same time, CSPs are also prioritising the building
and delivery of a new range of products—including IPTV,
mobile video and other digital content services—together
with the advertising and (e)commerce engines needed
to drive sales of, or otherwise monetise, these products.
Further key components of their product sets include
internet-of-things (IoT) solutions ranging from consumer
wearables to solutions for the connected car and smart
home. And as telecoms markets become saturated and
price competition heats up, they need to drive costs—
including technology costs—out of the business much
more aggressively than before.

‘Zero infrastructure – anything-as-a-service’

A further challenge is the need to build new capabilities
that combine the traditional carrier-grade ‘waterfall’
engineering and release management required for
the BSS/OSS legacy, with the more iterative, agile,
rapid prototyping methods needed for the digital user
experience and expanded product suite. CSPs must also
open up their IT architecture to enable interoperability
with an increasingly broad ecosystem of partners, in
areas including content provisioning, IoT, data analytics,
advertising, and more. And they have to bring down
IT costs by relying more heavily on outsourcing, and
using more scalable and efficient cloud services—which
increasingly means public cloud.
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To help CSPs map out and undertake the optimal journey to a cloudenabled ‘zero infrastructure’ future for their IT, we’ve developed the
framework for a cloud-centric operating model.

A framework for delivering on the promise
of cloud

controls for cloud consumption, performance and
vendor/partner management.

Leading CSPs are now rising to all these challenges
by transitioning successfully to the cloud. To do this,
they’re evolving their technology operating models
into a mix of enhanced traditional operating model
capabilities and new cloud-centric capabilities. These
new capabilities include a consultative approach to
cloud demand and business relationship management;
a re-tooled architecture, engineering and operations
capability, embracing concepts such as cloud
orchestration, continuous integration and deployment,
and development and operations (DevOps); and strong

For any company embarking on this change journey,
where to start—and where to focus—depends on the
business’s specific industry, size, business model, and
current digital maturity. However, the key components
of an ideal cloud-centric operating model remain
consistent. So, to help CSPs map out and undertake the
optimal journey to a cloud-enabled ‘zero infrastructure’
future for their IT, we’ve developed the framework for a
cloud-centric operating model shown in Figure 2. We’ll
now examine each component of the framework in turn.

Figure 2: Our blueprint of the components of an ideal cloud-centric operating model
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Source: PwC’s Strategy&
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Cloud demand management
Demand for cloud services is increasingly driven by
C-level stakeholders outside the IT domain, each
with their own strategic objectives, and each bringing
implications for the company’s digital agenda. For
example, the chief marketing officer (CMO) wants
increased go-to-market speed and agility, and more
innovative sales and marketing powered by cloud
solutions. In terms of the digital agenda, these
requirements call for digitised customer engagement
platforms and advanced analytics enabled through cloud.
In the not-so-distant future, the chief network officer
(CNO) will be looking for an IT shop that can work as
one team and help deliver the next generation of
networks. These networks may be termed 5G, softwaredefined networks (SDN), or higher-density grids that
carry the ever-growing access and backhaul data load
of the internet of billions of things (and hundreds of
millions of born-digital, video-streaming consumers).
But whatever they’re called, these networks will all
have one thing in common: they will rely heavily on
cloud technologies to achieve step-changes in efficiency
through network-function virtualisation (NFV) and
the OSS/BSS stack to go with that.
This means that the IT and network functions will
converge even more. And IT’s ability to mobilise cloud

delivery capabilities, help deliver networks-as-a-service,
and take network infrastructure scalability to the
next level will turn what is often regarded today
as a commodity function into a future competitive
differentiator in the race for network leadership.
Meanwhile, still other members of the C-suite are
looking for enhancements such as tighter cost control
and allocation, and further automation of backoffice processes. The implications for IT include a
need to establish cloud consumption and cost control
mechanisms, develop strong-form vendor management,
and digitise back-end and support processes.
Faced with these requirements, IT needs to take an
‘evangelistic’ stance towards cloud, helping to drive
adoption while managing the demand for cloud-based
services across the spectrum of Saas, IaaS, PaaS and—
ultimately—anything-as-a-service. This role requires
a portfolio-based assessment of cloud solutions and
usage focused on planning for ongoing widespread
cloud adoption.

Cloud architecture & engineering
Cloud IT architecture is constantly evolving, standards
are still relatively rare, and new technologies are
emerging almost daily. Figure 3 summarises the key
trends currently under way in cloud architecture

Figure 3: Trends in cloud architecture stack technologies
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Source: PwC’s Strategy&
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stack technologies. Even a cursory review of this chart
underlines that many CSPs currently have only a few
of the components and capabilities shown in the chart.
This means they need to move fast, most importantly, by
building a cloud orchestration stack with a strong focus
on public cloud.

CI/CD best practice and the corresponding tools in areas
including code repository management, automation
build, self-testing and automated deployment.
The second aspect of effective cloud operations is multicloud service management, both to ensure a consistent,
high-quality user/customer experience across distributed
clouds, and to coordinate multiple third-parties that
contribute to delivering a given service. This requires
the design of end-to-end measures at platform and
aggregated service level, and the adaptation of proven
IT service management disciplines to a multi-cloud
setting—including activities around monitoring, events
and alerts; incident and problem flows; and monitoring
and managing performance against service-level
agreements (SLAs).

In building their cloud architecture, CSPs must balance
their business requirements with the rapidly-changing
technology landscape, and select the architecture
components that are right for their own business. A key
factor in achieving the right balance is adopting the idea
of ‘cloud first’—designing for the cloud as the primary
platform, rather than designing first for on-premise
and then adapting for the cloud. Cloud-first means
architecting for speed, flexibility and modularity, and
enables the business to avoid getting stuck in the tangle
of complexities that still afflicts many CSPs.

Cloud operations
A cloud-centric delivery model requires a new, more
fluid, DevOps-style approach to service deployment and
operations. This has two aspects. The first is continuous
integration and deployment (CI/CD), reflecting the need
to roll out simultaneous—and more frequent—software
releases, and to coordinate multiple cloud platforms with
the ability to scale rapidly according to changing build/
test/run needs. In response, organisations need to adopt

With these two aspects addressed, the new cloud-based
delivery capabilities will then provide the foundation
and means to ‘clean house’ and migrate a significant
share of on-premise IT to the cloud. Whilst this may
not initially enable a CSP to deliver fully against its ‘zero
infrastructure’ aspiration, it does open up significant and
ongoing potential to reduce infrastructure. The four-step
pathway towards a zero infrastructure footprint is shown
in Figure 4, with every step being applied across the
complete apps, computing, and storage stack.

Figure 4: The four-step pathway towards a zero infrastructure footprint
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Source: PwC’s Strategy&
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Cloud vendor management and cloud supply
The cloud service supplier landscape is hugely diverse
and continues to experience rapid innovation and
dynamic change. Consequently—as Figure 5 illustrates—
the degree of maturity varies across technologies and
domains. Given this combination of disparity and
diversity in the supplier market, vendor management
in a cloud environment requires a fundamentally
different skillset from that needed in a legacy
environment. This is because cloud requires the
ability to orchestrate a lot more complexity, since
there are typically a lot more providers.
Sourcing cloud services through a central vendor
management office (VMO) function allows a CSP to
leverage scale and expertise across all levels of the stack.
However, it remains vital to ensure the VMO is equipped
with the skills to manage an environment that becomes
increasingly complex, rather than simpler.

Cloud cost and consumption management
Turning to the four ‘horizontal’ elements of the
blueprint, the first of these—cloud cost and consumption
management—is an area where CSPs can choose between
several cost models, each providing a different level

of transparency. But whatever model is chosen, the key
is to monitor consumption very closely and be rigourous
about holding consumers in the business accountable
through appropriate reporting, show-back or charge-back
methods. Without this discipline and control, cloud can
increase costs. For a CSP to control cloud service cost and
consumption effectively, the following common elements
will be needed:
• A defined services catalogue to enable IT costs
to be allocated in business-relevant terms that reflect
the services provided
• Accurate, granular data and supporting systems
to track and manage cost allocations
• A change in organisational behaviour to adopt
consumption-based billing and chargeback models
• Embedded financial acumen across roles within
the organisation (i.e., service managers) to actively
manage and fine-tune consumption-based costs
• Active communication of the allocation process
to the organisation by IT, business units, and Finance
to ensure alignment with the planning and budgeting
processes.

Figure 5: Cloud supplier landscape with examples, relative maturity, and characteristics of each segment
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Source: PwC’s Strategy&
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Workforce/talent management
In terms of talent, moving to a cloud-first organisational
model requires a CSP to shift the balance away from
the IT knowledge and skills in today’s workforce—such
as traditional development methodologies based on a
strong engineering and technical focus—and towards
the more service-oriented skills needed in a cloud
environment. These new skills are likely to include fitfor-purpose development methodologies such as agile
and DevOps; skills in configuring and integrating SaaS
apps and platforms; deep finance and business acumen;
information and service management skills; and
capabilities in outcomes-based vendor management.
A particular focus should be on finding and developing
‘digital keystone’ skills such as project and programme
management, quality assurance, prototyping, security,
business requirements management, and user
experience design.

Cloud security and risk management
As a CSP moves to cloud-centricity, it must adapt and
evolve its security and risk management, while taking
account of the fact that the benefits of cloud adoption
continue to outweigh the security risks. Whilst concerns
over cloud security and exposure to third-parties have
historically acted as inhibitors to cloud adoption,
acceptance of cloud’s benefits over the related risks

is growing rapidly—along with a realisation that
security levels can actually be improved through cloud
solutions. Key actions include establishing a cloud
security capability to manage the risks of cloud adoption,
developing a response plan in the event of a breach,
and avoiding collecting and processing un-curated data
in the cloud.

Cloud transition management
For CSPs worldwide, cloud presents exciting
opportunities to drive speed and agility, and to lower
costs throughout their operations. These benefits mean
that harnessing the cloud is critical to many parts of
the CSPs’ strategic agenda, and make navigating the
transition to a cloud-centric operating model an urgent
priority for many companies.
The key question is how to get started. The solution lies
in combining a methodical approach with a commitment
to moving at pace. To help CSPs achieve this, we’ve
developed the approach shown in Figure 6, enabling
a successful transition to be managed through a clear
five-step process. CSPs that undertake this journey
will be well placed to compete and win in tomorrow’s
communications services marketplace—and to realise the
aspiration of ‘zero infrastructure – anything-as-a-service’.

Figure 6: A five-stage transition management process for moving to a cloud-centric operating model
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Source: PwC’s Strategy&
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